








Thank you for your call and for sending me the reuters article.

First off – whilst I had nothing to do with the Reuters article I was heavily involved in the initial
Lake announcement to the ASX.  On this apologies for any ripples caused.  Mea culpa. I had
“signed off” on the ASX announcement and I had thought it to be fair and balanced (which I am
glad you agreed with) but I do respect & accept that a couple of the executive headlines could
have been phrased slightly better.  I’m glad that you came to the conclusion we didn’t need to
issue a re-active statement.  I agree with you – had we needed to do this – it would have raised
more questions in the market / press and created more “story” for the press to feed on.  

However, following on from our call I’ve liaised with Lake and have pointed out to them the
following

Your preference would not to have seen in the headline the adjective “strong” to describe

how Lake sees the EOI and “finance” in the 2nd bullet point – that UKEF would have
preferred something like “support available to cover expanded production…. ” 
The ESG benefits still needed to be evaluated – something UKEF have not, as yet,
undertaken. 
Going forward and with discussions with the press - whilst all parties accept that some of
this may be difficult – we should

1) Try and keep the briefing to the press – on anything re UKEF - as plain as
possible.  Perhaps by just reiterating the main statements on the body of the
press release.

2) Lake should refrain from inferring a statement from UKEF – perhaps by
making it clear that the statement is from Lake perhaps “We, Lake, were/are
very impressed with the EOI from UKEF” “they provided what we asked for”.
“ESG is a strong part of our project offering which Lake sees as one of the key
positive factors of this project” …. 

3) When speaking to the press – or the press contact Lake – that Lake should you
let me know (and I in turn will advise UKEF) who Lake have spoken to (and a brief
synopsis of the article) - in order that UKEF are able to be pre-prepared and be
ready with a “comms Line” in the event that UKEF / UK Govt get approached for
a reaction.

4) UKEF do not normally comment on projects especially at this early stage and
that you “prefer to keep a neutral approach”.  However, if a reporter needs a
quote in regard to ECA – that Lake should direct the reporter to me and I can
liaise with UKEF accordingly.

Helpfully you suggested that you would link me in to a couple of Comms officers so that we can
agree on a common approach with the goal of agreeing on “lines ready to issue”.   That would be
great.

Speak soon and with kind regards
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a. Response A:
a. What is the status of  patent application made in early 2019? When does 

expect it to be awarded?

I will find out – I suspect it is ongoing processing of the patent application. 
(I’m not an expert as to how long these take)

b. Is the awarding of the patent, a necessary condition for its use in the Project and/or
additional funding rounds for , which as you can appreciate,
influences its manufacturing plant roll-out and possibly its equity funding (see
below)?

Award of the patent is NOT a necessary condition of use.  It is though,
protection of the IP for 
Award of the patent would obviously help  in its future position and in
its market value. As you will appreciate  is a separate company from
Lake and as such the patent is not important to Lake.  What is will be 
ability to undertake the  – hence the importance of the
successful completion of the Demonstration Plant
Manufacturing plant roll-out and equity – will, I suggest, be more
favourable to  AFTER the demonstration plant has been completed (see
Project Planner)

b. Response C: We noted that, even with 
. Are you able to provide a bit more clarity on other sources

of equity for the project?

·
   It is by no way the main source of Equity for the Lake

project.

·

Redacted under Regulation 12(5)(e)

Redacted under Regulation 12(5)(e)

Redacted under Regulation 12(5)(e)

Redacted under Regulation 12(5)(e)


























